
vA Bon Voyage

‘W e all are after love, happiness and 
peace. We all are in search of the three 
above – knowingly or unknowingly. 
Those who realise that they are 
within themselves, succeed; others 
suffer. Material things are required, 
no doubt. But, they alone can’t give 
love, happiness or peace, unless we 
have the right potentiality within 
ourselves to use them. Acquiring that 
potentiality - stepping towards those 
inner beauties is the real progress. All 
else is like running on the fields - it 
doesn’t matter how far we run or 
how long we run.

We have to climb up - vertically, that 
is progress.’

(Taken from my first work  
‘Need of the hour’)

Here is a bon voyage to those  
inner realities.

A BoN
VoYAge
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Phase I

Life is a bon voyage. Everything comes in 
it. Even when one doesn’t want, everyone is 
moving towards something- towards good, 
bad or boredom! A few swim slow. A few 
swim fast. A few swim back. A few swim 
front. And a few swim on the same spot! 
But I believe my voyage has a move towards 
a definite but unknown shore. I am being 
guided by the light houses on the way and I 
check myself that I am on the right way. Here 
is my way in rhymes…
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The Light

Joy and sorrow in the half dark plain,

The flow of debris into the brain,

Of them, two are green, two are red;

This and that - all are dread.

When I stay away saying,

“Oh, no - I don’t want these”

Aha, everything disappears!

When I go a little distant, further a little distant,

I can see the light in the far crescent!




